Mohib Meets U Aeropartner, US Special Envoy

KABUL - Afghanistan intelligence forces have destroyed a drug lab of the Taliban armed group during a raid in southern Helmand province, the National Directorate of Security (NDS) said on Monday.

"The meeting with UAE's National Security Advisor focused on Afghan-led and Afghan-owned peace process and joint fight against terrorism," the NDS added.

On the conclusion of his trip to China, the NSA travelled to Saudi Arabia for discussions on the Afghan peace talks and bilateral cooperation between Kabul and Riyadh. (Pajhwok)

America’s Troop Pullout Plans Worry Australia

Business travelers overseas may find their home or remaining in your home is located in a part of the world that you might have to be successful and bring some extra money with you. You’re likely to be successful at this time, Scorpio. You could also hear from those proposing participation in a group activity or some kind of work, which may you do or not be. Don’t hesitate. Have a great day.

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec 21)

Today you should feel especially optimistic and enthusiastic, Sagittarius, although you may not know why, at least for now. Later in the day some good news could come your way, possibly involving business and money. This should tell you that you were been buttering up something wonderful. As a matter of fact, your intuition should be high for most of the day. Make it work for you.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

A new sense of closeness to those around you might have you feeling especially happy today, Capricorn. Your Business and financial life should be going very well, your future seems bright, and now this puts the icing on the cake. Your mind may turn to projects that you want to try in the future, and this could improve your enthusiasm.

Aquarius (Jan 20-Feb 18)

Intuition plays a large part in your work, Aquarius. You apt to see some others want or need and figure the consequences of one course of action over another. This is definitely going to make a difference in what you accomplish. You’re likely to be quite pleased with what you do. Exercise your intuition today it will stay with you in the future.

Pisces (Feb 19-Mar 20)

Information that you receive from far a way could make doing business with someone who you’ve been in touch with before. Such all aher. All looks promising for group activities and advancing your education, these are things for you. Travel might also be on your mind. Friends could be inclined to consider the idea, so might be fun to go out on the town with them tonight.